
IMMERSIVE 
WORKSPACES
Equip any space with Igloo  
Shared VR technology



With Igloo technology, you can take any digital 
content (including immersive, virtual reality or 
360° content) and put it in a shared immersive 
space that anyone can use.

There is no need for a huge fit out; irrespective 
of size or shape, Igloo technology can be 
retrofitted in existing meeting and office spaces.

Whatever you want on the walls, you can have 
it, thanks to Igloo’s content-agnostic platform.

Work with the tools you already use, launch 
and run real-time applications, view websites 
in 360°, present and interrogate data, access 
your corporate Microsoft and Google suites, 
and much, much more.

• Team briefings and project updates

• Sit-up-and-take-notice presentation formats

• Room-scale data visualisation and 
interrogation

• Ideation, brainstorming, and blue-skying

• Corporate storytelling, with 360° stings & 
sizzlers

• Immersive training

AN IGLOO IN EVERY OFFICE
AND FOR EVERY COMPANY

USE CASES FOR ANY 
BUSINESS IN ANY SECTOR

Whoever you are, whatever your business, wherever you operate, 
Igloo’s immersive workspaces can get right to work for:



All your tools are on the walls around 
you - such as websites, web-based 
applications, dashboards, data 
visualisations, spreadsheets, video 
conferencing platforms, 3D design 
tools, and more.

As a team member collaborating in an 
immersive workspace, it is easy for you 
to see, and understand, and discuss, 
and control every aspect of every 
project you are working on.

SURROUND YOUR
TEAMS WITH THEIR
DAY-TO-DAY APPS



Thanks to integration with all the leading 
video conferencing platforms (like Zoom, 
Microsoft Teams, Google Meet, etc.), 
remotely-located teams can be brought into 
the heart of the discussion, and report back 
from onsite to colleagues based at the office.

Igloo has been used to create immersive workspace 
environments across a wide and global variety of 
sectors such as consulting, education, healthcare, real 
estate, architecture, engineering, and construction.

BRING TOGETHER 
TEAMS FROM 
AROUND THE WORLD

IGLOO HAS CREATED 
IMMERSIVE WORKSPACES 
FOR ALL SORTS OF CLIENTS



Talk with our workplace technology experts and transform 
your meeting environments for fully immersive collaboration.

0370 606 1100 // visavvi.com/igloo

GET STARTED WITH IGLOO


